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Wave Refraction by Warm Core Rings
GEORGE
R. MAPP,x CHRISTOPHER
S. WELCH,ANDJOHNC. MUNDAY
Virginia Institute of Marine Science,School of Marine Science
College of William and Mary, GloucesterPoint, Virginia

A numerical model for refraction of ocean swell by currents associatedwith a warm core ring was
developedand testedwith Seasatsyntheticaperture radar (SAR) data. The wave field of SAR orbit 1232
was measuredusing optical Fourier transforms.The wave refraction model produced rays by simultaneous, numerical integration of the Hamiltonian ray equations applied to a moving medium. Wave
orthogonals were constructedfrom wave number vectors calculated at each incremental time step. The
flow field used by the model to simulate a warm ring was a steady, circular jet, with the radial profile of
tangential velocity composed of a power function joined to a Gaussian. Initial wave conditions for
simulation of refraction by the SAR-imaged ring were determinedfrom measurementsoutside the ring.
No data were available from which to determine the current field of the SAR-imaged ring, so the current
field input to the model was adjusted until the output wave field most nearly resembledthe SAR
observations.The relative locations of convergenceand divergenceof rays were as observedon the SAR
image, and the relative energy density in crossed seas was correctly predicted. However, predicted
patterns of wavelength variation (presuming that incident waves were uniform in wavelength) were not
observed.

INTRODUCTION

During the summer of 1978, several images of a ground
swath extending from Cape Cod to Cape Hatteras were recorded by the Seasatsyntheticaperture radar (SAR). In this
region, warm core rings are often found as they migrate southward toward Cape Hatteras. One ring, labeled eddy "S" on
NAVOCEANO frontal analysismaps,was identifiedby Lichy
et al. [1981] on six SAR imagesby lighter tones and arcuate
linear features suggestive of current shear. Two of these
imageswere selectedby the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
for digital processingto a resolution of 25 m. Ocean swell
appears throughout the digital image of orbit 1232, making it
suitablefor a study of refractionby surfacecurrents.(See Vesecky and Stewart [1982, p. 3422] or Beal et al. [1981, p. 138]
for a repro,•ucdon ....... •mage.)
In the present study, a model was developed for wave refraction inducedby currentsassociatedwith warm core rings.
Wave conditionsmeasuredfrom the SAR imagery outside the
ring were used to initialize the model, which constructsrays
and orthogonalsby simultaneouslyintegrating the ray equations for a moving medium. The simulated wave field was then
comparedto the wave field in and beyond the ring, measured
from the SAR imagery.
In the sectionswhich follow, model developmentwill first
be explained.Then the processof measuringthe wave field
from imagery is described,and finally, predictedand observed
wave fieldsare compared.
CURRENT-INDUCED
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where •bois angle of incidence,•b is angle of refraction, U is
current speed,and Co is initial phasespeed.
Using (1), Hayes [1980] developed a model for currentinducedrefraction of orthogonals,which was usedto simulate
refraction by the Gulf Stream near Marineland, Florida. The
Gulf Stream was simulated by a varying, one-dimensional
shear current, and the incident wave field was composedof
initially parallel orthogonals.
In the case of a two-dimensional,spatially varying current
(such as an eddy), the Hayes model is inappropriate. Instead,
it is necessaryto first calculate the trajectory of rays; then
orthogonals can be interpolated from the wave number vectors calculatedat points along each ray.
Refraction of rays by currentsin deep water was discussed
by Kenyon [1971]. A comprehensivediscussionof the ray
approach may be found in Leblond and Mysak [1978, pp.
24-28]. In this discussion,requirementsare set for ray theory
to be applicable.In our case,theserequirementsinclude that
the wavelength of the swell be much less than the scale of
current variability in the ring and that the time scale of ring
velocity variation be much longer than the time for wave
group passagethrough the ring. Assumingtheserequirements
to be met, rays are calculated,given initial location and wave
number vector, by simultaneouslyintegrating the HamiltonJan
ray equationsfor a movingmedium:

WAVE REFRACTION

In the following discussion,rays are "paths traced out by
points which move with the group velocity" [Kenyon, 1971]
while orthogonalsare lines which are everywhereperpendicular to wave crests. Refraction of orthogonals by a onedimensional shear current in deep water was first analyzed
quantitatively by Johnson[1947]. He expressedSnell'slaw in
the form
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where co(K,x) is frequencyand K is the wave number vector.
Equation (2a) describesrays, which are paths traced by wave
packets at group velocity. The change in the wave number
vector with time is describedby (2b). As wavesare advectedby
a steady current, the frequencymeasuredby a stationary observer remains
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constant:

co= K. (C O+ U) = coo+ K ßU
7153
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Fig. 1. Velocityfield of surfacecurrentof a warm ring (5- to 28-m depthinterval,10-minaverage)measured
by an
acousticDopplercurrentmeterwhichrecordsa continuouscurrentprofilewhilethe shipis underway(September14-16,
1981, after Joyce et al. [1983].

where U(x) is current velocity, Co is phase velocity with respectto the movingmedium,and COo
is frequencywith respect
to the moving medium.(Here, the subscript0 refersto a frame
of referenceembeddedin the moving medium.) The quantity
coois given by

coo= (gK)•/2

(4)

where g is the acceleration of gravity. Therefore (in tensor
notation)
dxi
dt

c•co
o
+ Ui = Cgo,+ Ui
DKi

factor. For currents in rings, Teague [1974] has shown that
radiation stressis not significant if the phase velocity of the

wavesbeingrefractedis much greaterthan the velocityof the
maximum current in the ring.
CURRENT FIELD OF A WARM RING

Measurementsof surfacecurrentsin warm rings are scarce.
Kitano [1975] reported a set of geomagnetic electrokinetograph (GEK) measurements,showing a maximum

speedof 1 m s-• for a Kuroshiowarm ring of 100 nautical
(5)

mile mean diameter.Andrewsand Skully-Power[1976] report-

ed a figureof 1.8 m s-• for a 250-km-diameter
ring off the
where Cgois group velocitywith respectto the moving coast of East Australia, using geostrophiccalculationsfrom
medium. Also,

hydrographic data. Saunders[1971] reported a maximum

dKi
dt- --KJDUj
Dxi

(6)

describeschangesin the wave number vector along the ray.
Ray trajectoriescan be calculatedby simultaneousintegration
of the following two equations:

Xi=•(Cgo,
JrUi)
dt
Ki= --f Kj••Uj
dt

(7)

In summary, two points of note for waves propagating
through a steady current are (1) in a homogeneousmedium,
frequencyremains constant along a ray, as observedfrom a
stationary frame, and (2) at any point on the ray, the wave
number vector is not necessarilyparallel to the ray.
Wave rays are most useful in examining wave propagation
through nonuniform currentswhen the energybetweenadjacent rays can be consideredconstant as the distancebetween
the ray paths changes.In deep water with wavesof small and
moderate amplitude, where wave breaking is rare, this assumption holds unless wave-current interaction by way of
radiation stress [Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1961] is a

speedof 0.75 m s-• for a 250-km-diameter
Gulf Streamring,
measured by moored current meters when the ring passed
through the array. Cheney[1976] reporteda maximum veloci-

ty of 1.39 m s-• for surfacecurrentsof a 160-km-diameter
Gulf Streamring, calculatedfrom ship drift data.
A detailed

set of measurements

of surface currents

of a

warm core ring was reportedby Joyceet al. [1983]. Using an
acousticDoppler current meter which operatescontinuously
while the ship is underway,a profile of surfacecurrent (10 min
averageover a depth interval of 5-28 m) was recordedfor a
seriesof transectstracing out the shape of a five-pointed star
centeredon the ring (Figure 1). The same ring was sampled
twice, the first time when it was clearly separated from the
Gulf Stream, the secondtime 10 days later when it was contacting the Gulf Stream. When separatedfrom the Gulf
Stream, the current field was characterizedby circular flow,
with the radial profile of tangential velocity approximatinga
Gaussian curve. When contacting the Gulf Stream, however,
circular symmetrywas destroyed.
Although there are no currentdata availableat the time of
the Seasatoverpassexamined here (September21), there are
hydrographic,ship drift, and Seasat altimeter data for the
same ring earlier in 1978. Using thesedata, Gaborski[1979]

calculated
maximumcurrentspeeds
on the orderof 1 m s-•.
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TABLE 1. Maximum Errors in Calculation of Wavelength and
PropagationDirection due to NumericalIntegration
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Current
Direction

Distance of
Ray Travel,
km

Location
Error,
km

Propagation
Direction
Error, deg

Wavelength
Error, %

Following
Opposing

60
50

0.175
0.138

0.90
0.28

1.2
0.5

At 30ø intervals of grid rotation, errors were tallied for incident
anglesof 10ø, 30ø, and 50ø for a following current, and 10ø, 50ø and
90ø for an opposingcurrent. Errors were calculatedat a time interval

(r)

of 16• min. Initial wavelengthwas 150 m, and calculationtime in-

Fig. 2. Velocity profilesof warm core rings for various valuesof the
parameter (Rossbynumber) after Flierl [1979].

crement

was 10 s.

thedesiredvelocityprofile,andrjuis theradiusof thejunction
MATHEMATICAL

MODEL

BY A WARM

OF REFRACTION

RING

A mathematical model for the propagation of wave rays
through the current field of a warm core ring was developed
which performs stepwiseintegration of the ray equations((5)
and (6)), using a finite differenceapproximation. To run the
model, initial wave conditionsare specified,then the ray equations are integrated over time, yielding location coordinates
and the wave number vector at each incrementaltime step.
Flow

Field

The circular

field of surface flow used to simulate

point of the power and Gaussian functions, as described
below. This function was selectedas an approximation to the
range of possiblevelocity profiles presentedby Flierl [1979],
illustrated in Figure 2.
Velocity profiles predicted by the Flierl model are discontinuousat the ring edge,due to the assumptionof a twolayer fluid. In the model, this discontinuity was avoided by
using a Gaussiancurve to connectthe power function (equations (8)) smoothly to the stationary region exterior to the
ring. Smoothing the discontinuityrepresentsthe actual continuouslystratifiedfluid. The Gaussiancurveis givenby

v(r)= C2exp{--E(rje,- r)/C,-I2}

the warm

ring is specifiedby the radial profile of tangential velocity.The
inner portion of the velocity profile, from the center to the
point of maximum current velocity,is a power function of the
form

r > rj.

(9)

where C• is the radial distancefrom the Gaussian peak at
which v = Vmax/e.The outermost ring of the current field

(wherer > rjet)will hereafterbe calledthe frictionallayer.An
exampleof the compositevelocityprofileis shownin Figure 3.

v(r)= 02rn

r _<r•u

(8)

where v(r) is current speed,C2 is a scalefactor for the amplitude of the velocityprofile, n is a constantchosento produce

Verification of the Model

For the special case of a linearly increasing, onedimensionalshear current, the ray equationshave been integrated analytically[Kenyon, 1971, equation 10]. This analytical solution was usedas a standard for algorithm verification
as well as for evaluation

of errors attributable

to numerical

integration. Variables computedby the numerical model were
subtractedfrom analytical results,yielding the error attributable to numerical integration (see Table 1 for maximum
errors).

MEASURING

THE WAVE FIELD

FROM SAR

IMAGERY

Optical Fourier transform (OFT) techniqueswere used to
measure wavelength and direction from 1-cm-square subimages.With the azimuthal scale of 1:638,300 on the image
used,the subimagescorrespondedto oblongson the sea sur-

i•i i i i

face with an azimuthal distance of 6.4 km on a side, and so
contained about 50 waves of the nominal 120-m length. The

subimageswere arrangedin an alternating pattern in the area
shown in Figure 7, and the OFT's themselvesare shown, arranged in the same pattern, in Figure 4. The sampledsubr
imagescompriseabout 14% of the total area of the image.In
o
the OFT's, first-order maxima were estimatedby choosingthe
Fig. 3. Radial profile of tangential velocity used in the model to
simulatethe surfaceflow field of a warm core ring. Here v(r) is current distinct point of maximum optical density, where one existed,
or by estimating the centroid of diffuse optical density
speed(m/s),r is radialcoordinate
withrespect
to ringcenter(km),
is radius of the junction point of the power and Gaussianfunctions maxima. To estimate the precision of these measurements,
(km), C• is distancefrom point of maximumvelocityat which velocity three subimageswere chosen to represent various degreesof
hasdecreased
frommaximum
by a factorof e (km),rj½
t is radiusof
currentmaximum(km), rr• is width of frictionallayer (km), and r0 is wave clarity, a subjectiveindicator of wave visibility. On each
subimage,10 measurementswere made of wavelength and diradius of ring, definedas point at which velocity has decreasedfrom
maximumvalue by a factor of 10 (km).
rection. For the data pooled from the three tests, standard
r

I

jet

_

r

fl
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Fig. 4.

Optical Fourier transformstaken from warm core ring image, orbit 1232. Top of page is oriented toward the
northeast.

errors for direction and wavelength estimateswere 1.0ø and
1.9m respectively.
Measurementsof ground range, wavelength,and propagation direction were correctedfor slant range distortion in the
followingmanner.All measurements
were made initially as if
the imagery were uniform in scale.Ground range was calculated using equation 5.1.1(6)of Wu et al. [1981]. After computing the local range scale,wavelength and direction were
corrected by recalculatingthe range componentof a vector
proportional in length to wavelengthand orthogonal to wave
crests(hereafterreferredto as an "orthogonalvector").

Variability of Wave Clarity on SAR Imagery

Wave clarity varied considerablyin areas outsidethe ring
on optically correlatedimagery,which has a resolutionof 40
m (as opposedto 25 m for digitally correlatedimagery).(See
Veseckyand Stewart [1982] for a discussionof the two correlation processesfor SAR imagery and resulting resolution.)
Immediatelynorth and south of the ring, swell could not be
resolved on OFT's. North of the ring, the image is dark,
almostblack in places.South of the ring, however,the tone is
not distinctlydifferentfrom that within the ring, but the texture becomesincreasinglymottled.
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Fig. 5. "Typical" wave ray diagram producedby model. Shadingapplied to the hypothesisthat in crossedseas,wave
componentsfrom central rays have higher energy density than those from interfering rays. In unshaded areas the

hypothesis
is expected
to holdwhilein shaded
areas,thereverse
is true.Circlescorrespond
to rjet andro,themaximum
current positionand outsideedgeof the ring.

Veseckyand Stewart [1982] specifythree requirementsfor
resolutionof oceanswellon SAR imagery.
1. Wavelength of sufficientmagnitude to be resolved, a
potential problem for waves traveling in the azimuth direction, where orbital motion degradesresolution. This did not
appear to be the problem for this SAR swath, as waves were
traveling within 30ø of range. Assuming that waves were
indeedpresentin areasadjacentto the ring where they were
not resolved,their wavelengthwould be roughly equal to that

curvature, much as light rays would vary on refraction from a
glasslens shapedin crosssectionlike the velocityprofile of the
ring. In subsequentruns, rays were directed at points of the
velocity profile corresponding to points of maximum and
minimum curvature.The most conspicuousand consistentfeature of the simulatedwave fields (Figure 5) was a pattern of
alternating zones of ray convergenceand divergencelocated
beyond the ring from left to right. (In this paper, ring locations
are referred to from the viewpoint of the wave source.)
It was also evident that rays penetrating into the central
of other waves on the SAR swath, which were of sufficient
wavelengthto be resolved.If this assumptionis correct, insuf- region of the ring tended to pass through the ring without
ficient wavelengthis not the causeof the gaps in wave resolu- being refracted sharply. Rays incident upon the ring at grazing
tion.
angles(suchas rays 3, 4, 11, and 12 of Figure 5 and rays 1 and
5 of Figure 6a), however, were refracted sharply to the left,
2. Significantwave heightgreaterthan approximately! m.
3. Winds capableof producingwaveletsof 30-cm length, crossing other relatively straight rays. After crossing,these
which are responsiblefor Bragg reflectionof the radar beam.
rays formed an expanding "beam" of interfering rays. If the
According to Vesecky and Stewart [1982], dark areas on
assumptionis made that energy is conservedbetween rays,
SAR imageryhavebeencorrelatedto low wind speed.Suchan based on the large water depth compared to the wavelength
area appearsnorth of the ring, which suggeststhat low wind
and the large ratio of the wave phase speed to ring current
speedis inhibiting wave resolution.South of the ring, where maximum velocity, then energy of this beam decreasesat a
the mottling disappears,wavesgradually becomevisible.The
rate proportional to its angular divergence. Therefore in
mottlingappearsto inhibit wave resolution,and itselfmay be crossedseas the relative energy of the component from the
causedby winds.
beam of interfering waves should be less than that of other
rays, which have generally not diverged as much. An exception to this rule is the shadedarea of Figure 5, where the beam
MODEL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
has not yet diverged sufficiently.The size of this shaded area
After initial debugging,the model was run through a series decreaseswith increasingcurrent velocity and decreasinginciof testsdesignedto determinesensitivityto variablesaffecting dent wavelength.
the currentvelocityprofile.From thesetests,it becameapparThe change in wavelength was examined for five rays of
ent that the refractionpatternsvariedbetweenrays of extreme equal initial wavelengthas they propagatedthrough the simu-
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Fig. 6. (a) Five typicalrays.(b) Regionsof stationarywater (I), followingcurrent(II), and opposingcurrent(III).

(c) Plot of wavelengthversustime for raysof Figure6a.

lated ring (Figure 6). The general pattern is as follows: After
entering the following (opposing) current, the wavelength approaches a maximum (minimum) at the point of maximum
current velocity, after which it approachesa local minimum
(maximum) at the point nearest the ring center. As the ray
exits the ring, wavelengthincreases(decreases)
to a maximum
(minimum) at the current velocity maximum and revertsto its
initial wavelength outside the ring. Rays which do not penetrate inside the maximum current have only a single extremum in wavelength.Accordingly,an hypothesis,testablewith
the observedwave field, was formulated as follows.In region I
of Figure 6b, where the water is stationary, the wavelength
should be uniformly equal to that of the incident waves. In
region II, where there is a component of current following the
waves, the mean wavelength should be greater than that of
region I. Conversely, in region III, where the current is opposing,mean wavelengthshouldbe lessthan that of regionI.
It is interesting to note that the model predicts approximately equal wavelengths for the components of crossedseas
(again assumingequality of initial wavelengths).For example,
the difference in wavelengths at the point of intersection of
rays 3 and 5, and rays 4 and 5 of Figure 6a is 1.4 and 1.6 m,

respectively.In both cases,the differenceis unresolvableby
the measurementtechnique.
Overall, there are three testable hypothesesapplicable to
any warm ring.
1. There are alternating zones of crossedseasand divergencebehind the ring.

2. Assuminguniformity of incident wavelength,valuesof
wavelengthare as predicted by the model, and illustrated in
Figure 6c.
3. In crossedseas,the relativeenergydensityis greaterfor
componentsof rays which passedthrough the central portion
of the ring or missed the ring entirely, than for those comprising the beam of interfering rays. This hypothesiscan be
tested assumingthat the OFT of a SAR image is approximatelya two-dimensional
variancedensityspectrum[Vesecky
and Stewart, 1982]. Accordingly,the brightnessof the firstorder maxima is proportional to the energy density of the
wave. Therefore the relative energy density of each wave component of a bimodal OFT may be determinedby orderingthe
brightnessof first order maxima.(For this test,only monotonicity of brightnesswith energy density is required, not strict
proportionality.)
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Fig. 7. Map of SARswathshowing
extrapolated
source
of swellin relationto theGulfStreamanda low-pressure
cell.
The Gulf Streamlocation is from a NAVOCEANO frontal analysismap, September28 to October 4, 1978. Position of

low is froma map of cyclonetracks[U.S. Environmental
Data Service,1978].The Seasatorbit wasSeptember
20, 1978,
2300 EST. Waves of 120 m would take 25 hours to travel 620 km from the extrapolatedsource.The extrapolatedtime of
generationwas1800EST, September19.

COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND
PREDICTED WAVE FIELDS

SettingInitial Conditions
for the Simulation

Becauseof low wave clarity near the ring and the limits of
the SAR swath, measurementsof waves entering the ring
could not be obtained to provide initial conditions.Measurementswere thereforeobtainedfor rays north and south of the

ring,and the initial conditionsfor raysenteringthe ring were
set by linear interpolationbetweenmeasurablepoints.To
examinethe plausibilityof this interpolation,an apparent
sourcewas locatedby extendingorthogonalsfrom the measuredpointsto the point of intersection
seawardfrom the
measurements,and a plausible meteorologicalsource was
soughtfrom meteorological
data. In Figure 7, this apparent
source is shown in relation to the Gulf Stream and a low-

pressure
system.The Gulf Streamlocationwastakenfrom a
NAVOCEANO Frontal Analysismap (September28). The

There

were no available

data from which

to determine

the

current velocity profile. Consequently,the three variablesdeterminingthe shapeof the profile (n of (8), Cx of (9), and C2 of
(8) and (9)), were adjusteduntil a good fit, determinedby
visualcomparisonof the SAR-observedwave field to a series
of simulations,was achieved.In the best fitting simulation,the

maximumcurrentvelocitywas 0.7 m s-x, and the frictional
layer width was 15.1 km. See Figure 8 for comparisonof
predictedand observedwave fields.
HypothesisTesting
The simulatedwavefield was then comparedin detail to the
SAR-measuredwave field. Three hypotheseswere tested.

1. The hypothesisthat the model predictsrelative locationsof convergence
and divergence.
A zoneof divergence
is

presenton the left sideof the SAR image,aspredictedby the
model.A largeregionof crossedseasappearson the right side
of the image both insidethe ring and beyond.This area of

positionof the low wastakenfrom a map of cyclonetracks
[U.S. Environmental
Data Service,1979].Swellof 120-mwavelengthwouldtravelthe distanceof the apparentsource(620
km) in a timeintervalof 25 hours(at groupvelocity).
At the
extrapolated
timeof wavegeneration,
the low wassituatedat
the pointindictedon the figure,makingit a plausiblesource.
The relativelocationsuggests
that the wavespassedthrough
the Gulf Streambeforeimpingingon the ring. In view of the
lack of data requiredto makedetailedcalculations
of refraction by the Gulf Streamand the generaluniformityof the

crossedseasis larger than predicted,and the apparentsource
of the beam of interferingrays is "lower" in the ring than
predicted.Also,the observedangulardivergence
of rayspass-

wave field where it was clear outsidethe ring, refraction by the

passed,
i.e.,meanwavelength
in regionII (followingcurrents)
waslargerthan that of regionI (126.4m versus117.9m). The
modelpredictionthat wavelengths
wereuniformbeyondthe
ringwasnot observed
(standarddeviationwas9.5 m, whichis
much larger than the standarderror of the mean of the

Gulf Stream was assumed to be uniform.

Ring radius,as measuredboth from thermal infrared(Heat
CapacityMapping Missionsatellite,September20, 1978)and
SAR imagery(September21, 1978,0400 UT), was65 km.

ing throughthe centralportionof the ring wasgreaterthan
predicted.

2. The hypothesisthat the modelcorrectlypredictswavelengths,assumingthat the incidentwavefieldwas uniformin
wavelength.
The imagedportionof the ring wasdividedinto
threeregionscorresponding
to I, II, and III of Figure6b.The
divisionis shownin Figure 9. Of four specifictests,only one
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measurementtechnique).Mean wavelengthin region IIi (opposingcurrents)was approximatelyequal to that of regionI
(115.4m versus117.9m), ratherthan lessaspredicted.Finally,
the predictionof equal wavelengthsin crossedseaswas not
observed.In most cases,the componentfrom the interfering
beam had a significantlysmallerwavelengththan other rays
(Figure 9).
3. The hypothesis regarding relative wave energy in
crossedseas.As predicted,the componentin crossedseasfrom
the interferingbeam had lessenergy than other rays in 14
cases of 18 (Figure 9). In this instance, the area where the
hypothesisdoes not apply (the shadedarea of Figure 5) is
relatively small, becauseof higher current velocity for this
simulation.
DISCUSSION

The digital imagewas from water of sufficientdepthto rule
out significantrefractionby shoaling.Wavesbeginto refract
from shoaling when depth becomesless than half the wavelength [U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research Center,
1977]. There was one data extractionpoint locatedin water of
transitionaldepth (i.e., lessthan half the wavelength).At this
particular location, wave crestswere orientedparallel to the
localisobath,so refractionby shoalingwasnil.
The model correctly predicted the relative location of convergenceand divergencezones.There was, however,a larger
area of crossedseasvisiblein the SAR image than predicted.
Also, relative wavelengthobservedin crossedseaswas smaller

for componentsof the beam of interferingwaves than for
other components.
A plausiblereasonfor smallerwavelengthsin the beam of

interferingwavesis that the shorterwavelengths
are refracted
more than the longer wavelengths,the resultingdispersion
selectingshortwavesin the measurement
region.The sensitivity test of Figure 10 showsthe (small)differencein refraction
of 100m wavesversus140 m waves,the extremewavelengths
of a groupcomposedof a band of wavelengths
of 120 _+20 m
(roughlythat observed).ComparingFigures10a and 10b,the
differencein angulardivergence
of the interferingbeamis 4ø,
the largerdivergence
corresponding
to the smallerwavelength.
Thereforedispersion
is to a smallextentresponsible
for (1) a
larger area of crossedseasthan predictedand for (2) smaller
wavelengths
at the left edgeof the divergingbeam.Dispersion
alone,however,is not large enoughto fully accountfor either
the larger areas of crossedseasor the inequality of wavelengthsin crossedseasobservedin the SAR imagery.
Other hypotheses
for largerareasof crossedseasthan predicted by the model are (1) improper simulationof incident
wave direction,(2) failure of linear wave theoryto accurately

describerefraction beyond ray crossings,and (3) oversimplifiedrepresentationof the current field.

Generally,the tests of hypothesesregardingwavelengths
failed.Thesetestswerebasedon the assumptionof a uniform
incidentwavelength.
It is not clearwhetherthisassumption
or
the model is inappropriate.There was,however,an area south
of the ring where severalmeasurements
of wavelengthwere
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made.Of eightmeasurements
takenfrom an arearoughlythe focusingof rays by currentsincreasesthe probability of such
samesizeas the ring,the standarddeviationwas 10%. Part of an event.
Ideally, further testing of this model would require numerthis varianceis due to poorer spatialresolutionof optically
correlated
imagery,but it suggests
that the assumption
of uni- ous SAR overpasseswith simultaneousmeasurementsof currents.

form incidentwavesmay be inappropriate.

If the model presentedhere is indeed representativeof
nature,the convergence
of wave energyon eachside of the
ringshouldresultin locallyheavyseas.At times,the raysmay

CONCLUSION

Resultssuggestthat the model providesa reasonablefirst
approximationof observedwave refraction.The model accusurface. Such waves, called "freak" ocean waves [Draper,
rately predictedthe relativelocationof convergence
and diver1964]or roguewaves,resultfrominstantaneous
superposition gencezonesas well as the relative energydensityof compoof manywavecomponents.
Thesewavesappearwithoutwarn- nentscomprisingcrossedseas.The predictionof wavelengths,
ing and are potentiallycatastrophicfor surfacevessels.
The based on the assumptionof uniform wavelengthin the inci-

be "focused"sufficientlyto produce large pulsesin the sea
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dent wave field, was generally not observed. Beyond the ring,
where wavelengths were predicted to be uniform, they were
not. Within the left half of the ring (in the northern hemisphere,viewed from the direction of the waves)where there is
a following current, wavelengthswere greater than elsewhere,
as predicted. However, on the right half of the ring, where
currents are opposing, wavelengths were equal to initial
values, rather than less as predicted. Finally, in crossedseas,
wavelength was lessfor rays which had grazed the right edge
of the ring, than for rays which had passedthrough the central
portion of the ring. The model predicted nearly equal wavelengthsin crossedseas.
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